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Our Story

HugeServer is not your typical service-providing company. We are much
more a company committed to helping you achieve your full potential and
to assist the growth of your company. Alongside dedicated servers,
colocation and cloud hosting solutions we offer a one-of-a-kind customer
service to make sure you can fully focus on what you do best, which is
running and taking care of your business. Customers from over 100
countries in the world use our solutions, which we offer from our 10.000
sf. state-of-the-art data center. Our data center is in compliance with
HIPAA, PCI, and SSAE-16 certifications. The servers we utilize can be
assembled to your exact specifications and are all bare-metal. Whatever
we do, our main focus is to ensure the growth of your company because
we understand how imperative your success is to the success of our
company. What we offer is a long-lasting, fruitful and respectful
partnership.

Location Diversity

Strategically located, Automated, and Redundant
datacenters

Los Angeles, CA

One of the biggest colocation facilities
in California, 530 West 6th Street
offers the widest possible array of
connectivity options, ideal for
reaching clients across the entire
West Coast and Asia/Pacific region.
Los Angeles is home to many of our
Internet content and entertainment
customers, such as motion pictures,
television, video games, and recorded
music firms.

Meppel, The Netherlands

One of the best-connected countries
in Europe, Netherlands is the perfect
location
for
whom
demand
no-compromise low-latency access to
markets across the EU including the
Netherlands, France, Germany, and
Scandinavia, as well as adjacent
nations. In Meppel, Netherlands data
center HugeServer offers a full range of
dedicated servers, virtual servers,
premium colocation, interconnection
and support services.

Jacksonville, FL

HugeServer Jacksonville data center
offers direct fibers to Miami, Florida,
and Atlanta, Georgia for network
connectivity. Focusing on both
markets at the same time. Miami is
known for low latency route to Brazil
and Latin American markets. Easy to
reach your target markets while
keeping infrastructure in the US for
technology and regulatory. Atlanta is
one of 6 largest hubs in the US.

What we Provide

Dedicated Servers

All of our dedicated servers are backed by 100% network
and power uptime SLA. We have trained technicians both
on-site and in NOC department to make sure everything
is going fine. You may contact them by sending e-mail or
support tickets from your client control panel - they are
here 24x7 to answer you.

Colocation

HugeServer offers colocation in 3 global datacenters
including with premium network backed by our 24/7
support and NOC.
Available in: Los Angeles, CA - Jacksonville, FL - Meppel,
the Netherlands

VPS

Instant setup and Scalability are the key features of our
VPS services. With an advanced automation system
deployment is a matter of seconds. All of our VPS servers
are using the industry leading virtualization technologies
including VMware and KVM.

Hybrid

All of the Hybrid servers comes with dedicated resources
and super fast I/O. On Hybrid servers, very few machines
are created on a physical hard drive therefore, you will
have the fastest experience.

ION Platform
The industry leading control panel developed by
HugeServer with comprehensive features which allow
you to take control of your servers from any device
anywhere. No need to submit a ticket and wait hours to
get KVM access or get your server rebooted anymore.

Full Power Control

Null Route

rDNS From anywhere

Automated OS Rebuilds

Support Ticket

Real-Time bandwidth Graph

Optimized Network

We believe low-latency and stable networks is
what separates us from the competition. Using
cutting edge technologies, the most reliable
network hardware, certificated network engineers,
operating a 24/7 NOC and route optimization are
what make us different than the rest of the
industry.
We can set up private networks for individual
customers and our engineers are available to set
the best network route for customers wanting a
better route to their destination.
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